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Lars Bji:irling, flowers, Harald Henrysso n

he Jussi Bjorling Museum was
established nearly 15 years ago.
It was built on the foundation
of a small(er) local collection, the gifts
and depositions of the Bjorling family
and the Royal Swedish Opera , as well
as contributions of m any sorts from
Bjorling admirers all over the world.
The Borlange cultural committee
commited to underwriting a first-class
museum that wot::!d do justice to the
Bjorling legacy. They then selected an
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elegant building in the town center to
house the new institution, and undertook a search for the best possible director: the p erson they selected was a
librarian and archivist with powerful
organizational skills and an extraordinary vision of what the final result
should be-how to fill an empty
building with the experience of the
life of a great artist. Further, this same
person had written an extraordinary
PHONOGRAPHY ofJussi Bjorling's
sound recordings, which also incorporated a detailed chronology of the great
tenor's life and activities. And-as a
look at this author's Foreword makes
clear--he had a host of associations
with scholars and fans of Jussi Bjorling
all aro und th e world. In particular, he
had the friendship and trust of the
entire Bjorling family as well as many
strands of Swedish musical life: key administrative figures at Swedish Radio,
the Royal Swedish Opera, the national
press, and other institutions. These
qualities of personality and friendship
would be invaluable traits for the new
director to possess in order to succeed.
I think it is beyond our abilities,
frankly, to adequately express our gratitude and admiration for the depth and
HENRYSSON continued on page 2
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HENRYSSON continued from page I

2011 Update

and membership renewal
by Sue Plaster

s of this writing, activities and events for the centennial year of2011
are collecting in a satisfying way, even if some things do remain uncertain: the Royal Swedish Opera is planning a memorial concert to take
place in Stockholm on 2 September 2011; the critical assessment by Stephen
Hastings, which we are all looking forward to, should be out in the late Fall of
2010, and a major photographic book should appear at the same time; at least
one film appears to be on the way in Sweden; the City ofBorlange is planning a
memorial concert for 2011, while precarious finances may limit plans for 2010.
In addition, Naxos has just issued their 8th CD in the "Jussi Bjorling Collection (reviewed here):' and Hanna Hedman of Bluebell is considering re-issues
of the Grona Lund and Skansen concerts as well as a "best of the best" collection. As they appear, these CDs will
be available in the US (to members)
through JBS-USA, or by ordering
directly from the JB Musewn,
through new curator Jan-Olof
Damberg. A small quantity of the
new Naxos is available now, and
can be ordered by sending $10 to
Dan Shea at 3337 Conservancy
Lane, Middleton, WI 53562.
Clearly these important events,
possible group travel and easy access to the new books and CDs are
important to anyone reading this
newsletter! Please take this opportunity to renew your JBS-USA
membership for 2010 by mailing
your check for $35 (individual
membership donation) or $50
(family membership) to Sue Flaster,
42 Chapel St., Charleston, SC
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breadth of Harald Henrysson's contribution to the legacy ofJussi Bjorling.
In the past 15 years, he has given the
entire world a route into Jussi Bjorling's life and art- a road which would
not otherwise have been open. Harald's work and support have made it
possible for recordings to be issued,
books to be written and congresses to
be held.
After visiting Borlange in September 2004 during a Bjorling conference,
John Stean e noted that there is no
other museum in the world like the
Jussi Bjorling Museum, and the primary reason it has been so splendid
has been Harald Henrysson---and his
work (The Museum is entirely funded
by the city of Borlange, leading Harald
to describe himself-with h is usual
modest good hwnor- as the "Municipal Jussicologist:').
On the occasion of his retirement,
Harald made the following statement,
"I am happy to have had the opportunity to take care of this museum during its first 14 1/2 years. I am sincerely
grateful for all gifts and depositions
that the museum has received from
the Bjorling Family, the Royal Swedish
Opera and other institutions and from
numerous lovers of Jussi's art all over
the world, and for the unfailing support from the City of Borlange.
I wish Jan-Olof all success and can
only regret that he takes over in a financial crisis in the city which also affects the museum and the preparations
for the Jussi Bjorling Centenary in
2011. I expect to have close contacts
with Jan -Olof and the museum for the
next future:' ■

Jan-Olof Damberg: the new Curator steps up

J

Jan-Olof Damberg, Curator

an-Olofhas been a considerable presence in our
lives and in the life of the
JB Museum for the last six
years. Every Summer he has
joined Harald in greeting
visitors, responding to email,
making presentations and
managing the many administrative chores of a small
museum. During the more
financially flush years of
the past, Jan-Olaf was often
joined in the Summer by
the extremely tall Roger
Alderstrand (discoverer of
an enormous number of
performances by the young
Bji:irling boys in the Swedish
hinterlands), but at the end, it
is Jan-Olofwho is putting his
DNA into the Museum. Every
year has seen him grow in
enthusiasm and expertise,
and we h ave all come to admire his quiet competence
and unfailing good humor.
The new curator of the Jussi Bji:irling Museum spent his first 8-week
stint in the Museum in the Spring of
1999. One could say the rest is history,
but that's too flippant and ignores the
unexpected routes that Jan-Olaf and
many others have taken to the places
where we ultimately find ourselves.
Jan-Olof's work life began at a major
Swedish forestry-management company. Although nearly 40, he was then
motivated to start university in
Uppsala, and graduated with a degree
in history and cultural studies in 1999.
He searched for a job in publishing,
but the consolidanon in publishing

was going on in Sweden as it was in
the US, and there simply weren't any
jobs to be had. That was the spur that
propelled Jan-Olaf to call Harald at the
JB Museum for his first temporary
work assignment.
But temporary and very limited is
what it was, alas. Damberg went back
to forestry, and then to a local teaching
job until 2003, when he began his
annual Summer guide service at the
Museum. As the years have gone by,
Jan-Olofhas become more deeply
involved in Jussi's life and art, and has
presented a large number of programs
during the regular museum season (as
well as during various Congresses and
to the Scandinavian Sallskap) on subjects as varied as Jussi and sports, and
Jussi's concerts at Skansen; his choice
of subjects and approach have provided a productive counterpoint to
Harald's own curatorial style.
Local area residents also know
Jan-Olof as the man who several years
ago rescued a drowning dog from a
frozen lake, when the dog had fallen
through the ice. Jan-Olofleaped in
right after the dog, at considerable risk
to his own life, and managed to drag
the dog to safety. He and the dog are
still friends. ■
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Movies wit!i~JB sound recordings

The director's name give.n whim ~nown
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(numbers in parentheses frm:fi.A JUSSI
BJORLING PHONOGJlAPHY}
• 40 Days and 40 Nights (4fijours et
40 nuits) Michael Lehmann, USA
_-- _
2Q02:
---Recondita armonia

~ent

with
• Aria,J<en Russell (in
JB), USA 1987: Nessun dorma {240)
~~

.-o:

1

'

•.

• • Atonenient,)oe Wright: \ J.S:.1(20Q7:
soave fanciulla (211) [ab6~t 20
min. from beginning]

0

• Bobby Jones - Stroke QfGe_nius
Rowdy Herrington, USA 1004:
.: - -"f""
Non piangere Liu
• Darkmatter [China]
E lucevan le stelle
• Funny Games US (MichaefHaneke),
. "",.
U-SA-2007:·
, Tu\~i~Santuz~ (with;T~t~dt, 220)
j

, - . · ~-:-:-
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• Gasolin',Anders 0stergaard~ Denmark
2006:
N~shchest almazov (85) ~• Halsoresan, Lasse Aberg, Sweden
1999: Tillhavs
• Harifran till Kim, Lars Egler, Sweden
1993: Tone~na (227)

Aftonstamning Sa tag n)it hjerte
Cantique de Noel

• Pickle, The (The Adventures of the
f!yill.g Pickle), Pa!-11) •.1~ursky,.YSA
1993: Che gelida m~ipa: (17-6) [second part)

'

• Konsten att flagga, Ingrid Rudefors
& Peter Ostlund, Sweden 2001
[9.minutes only] :
Come un bel di di maggio OLola
E lucevan le stele
• Konsten att stada, Nina Redenius,
Sweden 2003:
Cantique de Noel·

• Ti kniver i hjertet (Cro~ My Heart),
Marius Holst, Norway 1994:
Tonerna (227) [background after
lh 05']
Nar jag for mig (230) [background
after lh 20']

• Laitakaupu:ngin valot (Ljus i
skymningen / Light in the Dusk /
Les lwnieres du faubourg / Lichter
der Vorstadt}, Aki Kaurismaki,
Finland 2006:
Donna non vidi mai (Hir)

'
• Veranda for en tenor: Lisa Ohlin,
Sweden 1998:
La donna ~ mobile (Swedish +
Italian)
Che gelida manina (Italian)
Narnner du Sverige

• The Man without a Face, Mel Gibson,
USA 1993:
0
Ch'ella mi creda (222)

• What I have written, J~lm Hughes,
Australia 1995:
Cantique de Noel

• Med Rameran som trost, de! 2,
Carl Johan de Geer; Sweden 2004:
EJucevan le stelle

Please send ad4itions Qi :~corrections to
harald.hen rysson@tele2,s~_.

• Neokonchennaya pyesa alya
mekanicheskogo pianino (Unfinished piece for player-piano), Nikita
Mikhalkov, Soviet Uniotl 1977:
Una furtiva lagrima (216)
• Next Stop, Greenwich Village, Paul
Mazursky, USA 1976:
Ch1:gelida manina (17§1

• Ikke n~kenJThe Colof;~i ~k)'
Lian,
t he Colour of Milk},
Norway 2004~

Toru11
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• Senso, Luchino Visconti, Italy 1954:
Londa dei suonimistici (182)

•
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RECORD REVIEWS

Naxos, Jussi Bjorling Collection #8: "O sole mio"
by Kristian Krogholm

new great CD from Naxos in
the JB Collection with careful
restorations and transfers by
Stefan Lindstrom, whose reproductions include some surface noise but
consequently leave more of Jussi Bjorling's voice. Seldom have the old 78s
been transferred to CD with such clarity and total balance, always maintain ing Jussi Bjorling's voice in absolute
focus. Mr. Lindstrom is always faithful
to the actual sound of the source,
never trying to create anything other
than what is on the original recording,
thus obtaining a more truthful result
This CD contains songs in Italian
and English recorded between 1937
and 1952, the two sacred arias from
Stabat Mater and the Verdi Requiem
and the rest of the juvenile quartet
recordings made back around 1920
(including a solo which I always
thought to be by Jussi, but according
to the always informative notes by
Harald Henrysson, it is not).
Some of the recordings present on
this disc have obtained status as classics, and are ample evidence that Jussi
Bjorling's voice possessed, more than
perhaps any other singer past or present, the ability to produce an effortless
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free flow of tones-from low C to high
C- without ever compromising musicality, regardless of the score's technical difficulties.
The first five recordings would be
enough to satisfy any lover of great
singing. Much can be forgiven when
the singer can produce such sound as
this, even the somewhat strange homemade Italian like "malinsonia" (malinconia) in " 'O sole mio'' or "sorridermi
ancora''(full accent on the first syllable) in "Ideale". But his singing of "O
sole mio'' brings out the true beauty of
the melody while his singing of "Ideale" is beyond comparison. A beautiful
legato like a river of pure silver, the
voice soaring easily to a brilliant climax before the ever-so-tender concluding pianissimo. Difficult to
imagine the piece sung better. Then
"Mattinata" with the effortless leap up
to a gorgeous high C, always keeping
the musical line in focus, and two minutes of great singing which will remain
unequalled. Jussi Bjorling sang ''L'alba
separa dalla luce l'ombra" for the first
time on radio in 1948. The studio
record ing of the Tosti song made a
year after resembles the Caruso version of 1917. Both tenor performances
have the same ease and crescendo towards the climax. Perhaps Caruso's
studio version has more of that
tremendous power which Jussi later
created abundantly in various live performances, and which would more
than equal the impact made by the
Neapolitan. The 1950 Grona Lund
(Bluebell: Grona Lund concerts vol. 2)
version is ample proof of that.
You might enjoy making comparisons between Bpiling's two first test
recordings of "For You alone" and

"Mattinata" from 1929 (Testament has
the best sound) and the later recordings on this CD with the voice in its
prime. In the later recordings there is
of course more of everything, and that
says quite a lot, knowing how wonderful he sounded at the age of 18. On this
CD you can also once more appreciate
how Bjorling could create diamonds
out ofvirtually every simple melodylike "Jeanie with the light brown hair;'
a song which used to bring down the
house wh en he performed it in his
own unique way.
The highlights of this CD are the
two tenor arias from sacred works by
Rossini and Verdi, both recorded on
the same day in 1938. "Cujus animam"
is sung with all the major Bjorling
virtues: a perfect legato, style, beauty
of tone and incredibly easy top notes
up to a stunning D flat. But the true
gem of the whole set is for me the
"Ingemisco:' When Jussi Bjorling was
voted the best singer of the 20th century by 28 critics in the FM Classic
Magazine poll back at the turn of the
century, this par ticular recording was
mentioned to exemplify the perfection
of Bjorling's voice.
You might compare Bjorling's
recording again with that of Caruso
since th ey are widely regarded as the
two premiere tenors of all times.
Caruso recorded it at the age of 41
when his voice was turning heavier
and more baritonal, and the man from
Naples comes up just short in this
comparison. His legato is much inferior to Bjorling's; his high notes less
brilliant; and, in addition, he resorts to
some less artistic effects in his rendiRECORD REVIEWS continued on page 7
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RECORD REVIEWS

Romeo et Juliette
Immortal Performances IPCD 1003-2: Bjorling's radiant Romeo at last in good sound
by Kristian Krogholm

he February 1, 1947 Romeo et
Juliette performance from the
Metropolitan Opera has at last
surfaced in fresh and good sound and
has been released in a fine package
from Immortal Performances, with
nice texts, information and photos.
The improvement from Myto's version
is substantial, and the sound is warm
and pleasant, and the voices both full
and clear.
After having mesmerized lovers of
great s_inging now for decades, this
evening of truly great singing can now
be acquired in very gratifying sound.
Before listening, I read through the reviews from the last Romeo performance Bidu Sayao and Jussi Bjorling
sang together. That was in 1951 in San
Francisco. The headlines from the papers all referred to the tremendous vocalism of Bjorling, and the Los Angeles
Times concluded after a rave review of
Bjorling's singing: "Even Gounod himself could not have possibly dreamt of
a more perfect Romeo''.
Even though Bidu Sayao certainly
must have her share of the glory of the
evening, it is Bjorling who brings the
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performance to an almost ecstatic level
with his gorgeously effortless and passionate singing. His voice, even the
middle register, has such radiant shine
that it soars above both orchestra and
colleagues on the stage. That evening,
he truly sang like a God.
There have been other tenors in the
past who were great, even fantastic, but
still I feel that they almost pale in comparison with Bjorling's incredible vocal
gifts which were displayed in full on
that evening. He has everything a
singer can wish for: a beautiful voice, a
wonderfully rich vocal timbre, effortless production, perfect technique, an
even, silken quality throughout the
wide range, and the quality remains
the same whether he sings a dramatic
forte or a lyric pianissimo. When he
comes on stage in the first act, you immediately realize that this will be
something absolutely special. In the
duet "Ange adorable''. listen to how he
sings the repeated ending phrase "rendez-moi''. First with a blazingforte,
then with the most tender pianissimo.
One might assert that he sang the
Cavatina with even more of that
youthful freshness and ring seven
years earlier in Stockholm, and the
Garden scene with more poetic abandon, but he makes up for that abundantly in the third act when his vocal
splendor is beyond comparison. The
conclusion of the act is crowned with
an intensely dramatic, incredibly resonant and ringing high C of unparalleled brilliance, making the already
emotionally drained audience become
absolutely delirious. If you haven't
been to heaven by the end of that act,
then surely by tne end of the Tomb
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scene you will be lifted above yourself.
Bjorling and Sayao give everything
they have, both on top of their form,
and the singing is hors concours. There
are some slight flaws in the text: Bjorling debuted in 1930, not in 1932. He
returned to the Met in 1945, not in
1946. He sang 90 performances for the
Met, not 120. And despite assertions to
the contrary, Bjorling IS a passionate
singer, if ever there was one. Listen to
his live operatic performances from
1939 to 1959 and that will convince
even the most doubtful customer. His
return performance to the Met in 1959
is still, to this day, the most passionately dramatic singing of Cavalleria
Rusticana, and the avalanche of applause which he receives is approached
only by that for Flagstad on her return
in 1951.
If you love great singing, this Romeo
set from Immortal Performances is a
must-have illustration of what singing
at the highest level is a!J about. ■

Memorials at Voxna:
We look back (and ahead)
by Sue Plaster
or the last eight years, Stefan
Olmars has p roduced events
with terrific organization and
splendid music and lectures, and this
year's mid-July gathering in Hiilsingland upheld his very high standards
while reaching for a wider focus.
Although the theme of these Summer get-togethers is remembering
Jussi and his forefathers, the scope was
broadened this year to include the Lindroos family, past and present, an exciting young tenor and an enthusiastic
talk about Beniamino Gigli.
Peter Lindroos was an immensely
talented Finnish tenor who died in an
automobile accident in 2003. He was
represented at Voxna by Petri Lindroos,
his well-known bass son, daughter
Sofia-violinist and soprano- and
tenor-grandson Kristian (Petri's son)
recently accepted into the Finnish
music academy after an earlier venture
into heavy-metal guitar. Kristian is all
of 19 and has a promising and expressive voice. I believe he is also the tallest
tenor J'.ve ever seen. Physically, he and
his basso father seem amazingly alike.
Margareta Hallin again joined us,
proving again that the ability to share
music is something far beyond the
simple physical act of singing (or playing). As she moves up in age, Hallin
continues to find convincing and
moving expressions of what she feels.
Hallin was accompanied by Sofia
Lindroos in some charming Swedish
songs with texts by Emil Hagstrom set
to music by Thorstein Bergmanmaterial she was also performing in
Stockholm in August.
Danish tenor David Danholt was
another surprise: he's young, charming

F

Lindroos, dramatic bass

RECORD REVIEWS continued from page 5
Tenor David Danholt

and attractive, and he can SING. Danholt can also play the accordion, as he
accompanied himself on it for his encore of"O sole mio'.'
After dinner, Petri Lindroos made a
graceful presentation on his father's
career. The high point was a video of
the "Guardate, pazzo son" departure
scene from Manon Lescaut, in which
he was clearly a convincing actor as
well as a singer of dramatic authority.
The following morning, Torsten
Brander of the Finnish Gigli Society,
shared his particular enthusiasm for
Gigli, playing some extraordinary
audio recordings and a performance
video of Gigli, pretty much a master
class on what professional singing
can be. ■

tion of this sacred piece, his voice almost choking with "pianto" in "et ab
haedis". Jussi Bjorling's singing of
"Ingemisco" is simply a lesson in how
to sing! There is hardly any audible
breathing, not even between a climactic
high B (which rings out with divine
beauty after a steady ascending scale
executed with the same ease of finishing
off a cup of tea) and of the following
pianissimo. Only his live performance
in Hilversum nine months later equals
this. In the Rossini aria the comparison
with Caruso is also quite striking,
Bjorling singing the high D with a
perfect blend of chest and head voices,
with superb ease, musicality and
beauty of tone, whilst Caruso's head
note.. .! would not dare to call it a
falsetto ...but it sounds strange to me.
The whole CD, although it spans a
good 32 years between the earliest
and the latest recording is highly
satisfying. ■
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Request for renewal of membership in the JB Society for the 2010 calendar year
We thank you for your past support and ask for your support for another (busy!) year of working together.

I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I

I

Suggested membership contribution for 2010: $35 for individual members, $50 for a family membership.
Your name _____ __ ________________ ___________________

I

:

Your mailing address -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Telephone number _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Email address _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(information above used only for JBS correspondence)

I

!'

$ _ _ __ _ _ __

I
I

2010 membership contribution:
Additional contribution to help promote our work:

!

Your total contribution:

$ _ _ _ _ __ __

I

'

$ _ _ __ _ _ __

I
I

I
I
I

'I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I

'II
I

I
I

I
I
I
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May we suggest that you consider a Lifetime Membership contribution of $1000. If you wish to discuss this or any other
membership issue, please contact one of the following:
Sue Flaster President 42 Chapel St., Charleston, SC 29403; tel.(843)723-6538;sueflaster@earthlink.net
Art Skantz Treasurer 8317 W Franklin Ave, St. Louis Park, MN 55426; ASkantz@iexposure.com
Kendall Svengalis Vice President; rilapress@comcast.net
Ward Murray Secretary; wvmurray@hotmail.com
Dan Shea dshea@chorus.net
Beau Kaplan plymouth48@comcast.net

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I

Please mail your membership contribution to Sue Plaster or Art Skantz
Note: the Jussi Bjiirling Society-USA is a tax-exempt charitable organization according to US law. Officers and directors ofJBS-USA
receive no financial compensation of any sort. Contributions to JBS-USA are tax-deductible to the extent permitted by law.
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